Sarcasm in the contemporary world
This is a study of sarcasm--its expression and its reception--in Homer's Odyssey.
1) I begin with a survey of relevant literature from linguistic philosophy, psychology, and linguistics on this discourse option as it occurs in the anglophone world today. Then, having developed a 'view' of sarcasm in this contemporary world, I turn to the expression of sarcasm in Homer. In examining the role sarcasm plays in relationships between characters in the Odyssey (who chooses to use sarcasm? to whom? how does it relate to status and power?), I focus on the ways in which the poet has used sarcastic talk to register the dynamics of the relationships between Odysseus--and his supporters--and the suitors in the palace on Ithaka.
The term 'sarcasm', Greek in origin, derives from a verb (sarkav zw) which describes a physical act, the tearing of flesh.
2 ) A second, metaphorical, meaning refers to bitter or taunting speech: hence sarkasmov ", 'mockery' or 'sarcasm'.
3) A purely verbal discourse option, sarcasm is, as D. C. Muecke describes it, "the crudest form of irony". 4) A sarcastic remark in our world, with its negative connotations, most often takes the form of a positive, apparently well-intentioned, utterance. 5 ) Sarcasm may reside in the choice of speech act itself or in the content of the utterance. 6 ) So, for example, one may say to one's tennis partner who has been playing a poor game, 'That was a brilliant shot!' A compliment has been expressed, but precisely the opposite has been intended. Sarcasm is, therefore, a contravention of Grice's maxim of quality ('say what you believe to be true').
)
We might ask what the speaker actually intends by shaping his or her words in this way. The dominant theory of rhetorical irony (including sarcasm) proposes that this discourse option involves an act of pretence. That is, the speaker is pretending to be some other person or persona, who might say exactly what he or she is saying--or, indeed, s/he is pretending to hold the very opinions that he or she is stating.
8 ) The bT scholia to Homer's Iliad , speaking of sarcasm itself, capture this latter opposition effectively: sarkasmov " o{ tan ej paiv nwn legomev nwn yov gon e[ ch/ , wJ " to; h\ mav l j ej lafro; " aj nhv r (P745), ' [I] t is sarcasm when words of praise convey blame, like the expression at 16.745, 'how nimble the fellow is!'. 9 ) In this passage in
Iliad 16 Patroklos with false admiration appears to pay a tribute to a fallen hero, praising his agility, when in fact he has killed the man, whose subsequent acrobatic dive is in fact a lifeless tumble. 10 ) Patroklos does not mean what he says. This is a speech of triumph. Likewise, the speaker on the tennis court pretends to express a compliment about his or her partner's game while his or her 'off record' views are negative. 11) In each case the speaker assumes that his or her addressees understand that what has been implied is not the case--and that they recognize the inappropriateness of the speech act selected or the comment. 12 ) That is, sarcasm may be viewed as a form of verbal play, a game of 'opposites'. 13 ) Incongruence is at its heart. It is this incongruence that, as we shall observe below, can lead the addressee to identify the insincerity of the utterance. 14) Despite the apparent paradox of a discourse option that prompts speakers to select a speech act or to express a sentiment that conceals their off record intentions,
Wilson and Sperber claim that hostile talk of this kind is universal; 15) it can arise spontaneously, and--perhaps a more contentious claim--does not have to be taught. 16) We might ask, too, who may use this discourse option. The use of sarcasm must depend on the context: on the speaker, the audience, the circumstances, and the subject-matter. We encounter sarcasm in our own world both in public discourse and in informal talk. Some individuals, however, cannot afford to be sarcastic: in some cases it is their rank, status or gender that holds them back. 17) In other cases it is the circumstances in which individuals find themselves (a difficult position, such as
Odysseus' in the Odyssey-story, for example) that discourage them from employing sarcasm. Even the content of the ongoing talk is a factor, since the subject-matter may require absolute clarity--that is, there are circumstances in which there is no place for language-play or provocative utterances.
What are the signals of sarcasm for the addressee? First, there is, as we have seen above, a recognizable incongruity of utterance and context. Second, there will very often be a misfit between what the speaker is saying and how he or she says it.
The addressee may observe intonational cues or non-verbal behaviour that alert him or her to discourse that is 'off record'. John Haiman discusses particular characteristics of the sarcastic register: he observes a formality of diction and syntax, and an exaggerated concern for etiquette. 18) As for the actual expression of the utterance, it may be announced with laughter or a sneer; and the speaker may select from a cluster of what are, in English at least, recognizable prosodic features--rhyme, alliteration, assonance, exaggerated stress and monotonous intonation (so-called 'heavy sarcasm'), inappropriate intonation, a sing-song melody, falsetto, or heavy pauses. 19 Odysseus to a merchant seaman, the kind of man who profits from trade--and who is held in contempt by the aristocrat: Euryalos, that is, insults the stranger-guest in the presence of the company in the hall. This is the kind of agonistic speech that Richard
Martin terms 'flyting'. 33) Flyting is often specifically associated with verbs such as neikev w, ej niv ptw, or kertomev w; but, as we shall see from further instances in the Odyssey, sometimes content alone, or the reaction of the addressee, makes it clear that we are observing an utterance that is designed to provoke. What is clear, however, is that Euryalos has not chosen an equal contestant for such a game; he has selected a man who has recently arrived in the palace having survived shipwreck and the violence of the sea, and who is a guest amongst the nobles. He has chosen an inappropriate target for his cutting words.
Odysseus shares Euryalos' aristocratic values. 34) He recognizes Euryalos' insult. He becomes angry, as his facial expression indicates and as he himself later declares, 178-9. Scowling at Euryalos (uJ pov dra ij dw; n, 165), he comments, at 166, first on what was said (ouj kalo; n e[ eipe", you did not speak well) and then on the speaker (aj tasqav lw/ aj ndri; e[ oika", you seem like a reckless man). 35) He makes the point that he is angry (178): Euryalos' speech has been qumodakhv ": it is 'heart-biting' (185). He then leaps to his feet and displays his superior skills with the discus, 186-98.
Afterwards, his host, Alkinoös, chastises Euryalos for his behaviour . He very properly requires Euryalos, at 396-7, to make amends (aj ressav sqw) to Odysseus, both with words (ej pev essi) and a gift (dwv rw/ ). Euryalos duly offers a gift and makes an elegant and respectful apology (408-10). Here are his introductory words, at 409-410:
Cai' re, pav ter w\ xei' ne: e[ po" d j ei[ pev r ti bev baktai deinov n, a[ far to; fev roien aj narpav xasai a[ ellai.
' Farewell, father and stranger, and if any word was let slip that was improper, may the stormwinds catch it away and carry it off.'
The episode, which ends with Odysseus' acceptance of Euryalos' apology 
In the palace on Ithaka: Antinoös, Eumaios, and Telemachos
The scene now shifts to the palace on Ithaka. Eumaios has brought Odysseus to the palace and they have entered the hall (17.336 38) his initial words appear to be polite. This we might expect: Antinoös is his senior (397-9):
Antiv no j , h\ meu kala; path; r w} " khv deai ui| o", o| " to; n xei' non a[ nwga" aj po; megav roio div esqai muv qw/ aj nagkaiv w/ :
'Antinoös, as a father for his son you take good care of me, when you tell our stranger guest to get out of the palace, Odysseus says, aj lla; mav l j uJ briv zei" kaiv toi nov o" ej sti; n aj phnhv " ('but now you are very insulting and think to be hostile to me'). And he comments that Eurymachos is mixing with the wrong people; this explains his aggressiveness in present company (382-3). But, the beggar goes on, should a real hero, Odysseus himself, return to the palace, the doors, even though they are wide (kai; euj rev a per mav l j ej ov nta) would not be wide enough to allow Eurymachos' speedy flight (385). This last insult, in which the beggar brings before our mind's eye the suitor's cowardly dash for safety even as he plays with his name, Eurymachos, stirs the suitor's anger. 47) He is angry about the accusation itself; he is angry because it has been made publicly, for all in the hall to hear; and he is angry because a beggar, his subordinate, has spoken out of turn. It is not for a person of lower status to utter such hostile words to a person of higher status. 48) Note, however, that Odysseus does not yet retaliate with sarcasm: his current position in the palace on Ithaka does not allow it.
Eurymachos scowls (388) and threatens to harm the beggar for the bold way (qarsalev w", 390) he has spoken. Again we see how mere words can lead to violence--especially in this volatile context. Unlike Antinoös, who had merely threatened to throw a stool, Eurymachos actually seizes a footstool and does so. He misses his target (394-8). The suitor is acting in response to his reckless instincts, attempting to harm a stranger in the palace in which he himself is a 'guest'.
Ktesippos, the beggar, and Telemachos
At 20.287 we meet for the first time another suitor, Ktesippos. In his address to the suitors at 292-8 he pretends, piously, to be endorsing the norms of hospitality: the beggar has quite rightly (wJ " ej pev oiken, 'as is fitting', 293) enjoyed an equal share of Telemachos' hospitality, for he is a guest in the palace, he says. At this point we observe the insincerity of Ktesippos' words. His sarcasm is restrained at first, as he pretends to have sentiments that he does not endorse. Then, at 296, he is openly mocking, as he announces, in an echo of Polyphemos' words, that he will offer the beggar a guest-gift (xeiv nion, 296), in fact an ox-hoof; and he promptly throws the hoof at Odysseus' head (299-300). 49) This is an unprovoked attack; the suitor, like Eurymachos, is acting in a manner contrary to the laws of hospitality that he had a moment before pretended to endorse. As Homer tells us, he is aj qemiv stia eij dwv "
('versed in villainy', 287).
Ktesippos misses his target. Odysseus merely smiles at this--a sardonic smile (301-2). He is angry; he is bitter; but he bides his time. In the light of his outburst earlier (18.384-6) , which could have resulted in his abandoning his disguise before the appropriate moment, silence now is his safest strategy. And it is Telemachos who responds to Ktesippos' violence (both verbal and physical) with angry, and forceful, words. 50) He now asks for a halt to the rudeness that is being displayed in the house (mhv tiv " moi aj eikeiv a" ej ni; oi[ kw/ │fainev tw, 308-9). His request for restraint is impassioned; he mentions that he knows that the suitors have been plotting his death.
He continues to grow in confidence, as we have observed above. But, although
Telemachos has protested and asked for a halt to violence, he has not in this scene retaliated with cutting words. Thus there is, as yet, no real rejoinder from the beggar or his supporters to Ktesippos' sarcasm. But, as we know from everyday life, sarcastic consider below, the poet will tie off what for now must remain a loose end.
Prior to the contest of the bow: the suitors' delirium
The suitors and Theoklymenos. At 20.376-83, Theoklymenos, who now speaks for the first time in the palace hall, has prophesied a horrifying death for all the suitors (351-7) 51) and they in response have laughed merrily (hJ du; gev lassan, 358)--for a 'spell' has been cast over them by Athene (345-6). 52) In their delusion they turn Theoklymenos into a joke. After he has left them to go to the house of his host, the jokes continue. And the suitors, still laughing, try to tease (ej reqiv zon, 374)
Telemachos: Thlev mac j , ou[ ti" sei' o kakoxeinwv tero" a[ llo", 'no one has worse luck with his guests than you, Telemachos' (376). They find amusement in one guest, the beggar, who is eager to fill his belly; and in the other, Theoklymenos, who is given to prophecy. They propose, pretending kind-hearted concern for Telemachos' household income, that the guests be shipped off to the Sicilians and put up for sale (381-3). We know that the minds of the suitors have been unhinged by Athene. Thus, although there is now no truly 'flesh-eating' edge to their sarcasm, their words are intentionally unkind--the sort of mockery that arouses jeers and laughter at another's expense (345-9). And although they try to make Telemachos rise to their bait, they are unsuccessful. He too remains sternly silent (oJ d j ouj k ej mpav zeto muv qwn, 384), in accord with his father, waiting for the moment when they can take their revenge.
This small scene points up sarcasm's propensity for word-play, in the poet's creation of the delightful kakoxeinwv tero" ('having a rather bad run with guests', 376). And it shows again how sarcasm can function as a strategy to build or confirm the solidarity of an 'in-group': there is a recognizable esprit de corps amongst the suitors as they share their amusement with each other (pav nte" ej " aj llhv lou" oj rov wnte", 'glancing at one another', 373) while they tease their host.
53)
The suitors and Eumaios. In the course of the events that lead up to the contest of the bow, we observe sparks of sarcasm from participants on both sides. Antinoös speaks with an insulting edge to fellow-suitor 54) and the suitors address Eumaios with mocking disbelief at 362. 55) These flashes of hostility are an indication of the tension amongst the suitors at this point of the action.
56)
The suitors and Odysseus. Finally, Odysseus is allowed to take the bow (21. 62) The potential for irony in these words at 21.91 was not overlooked by Odysseus. He uses the same phrase at 22.5: ou| to" me; n dh; a[ eqlo" aj av ato" ej ktetev lestai ('here is a task that has been achieved, a decisive one'). His words resound with a grim mockery. His declaration is addressed to the gathering, but is intended for the leader of the suitors, Antinoös, to whom he also directs his next arrow (6-7). Once the suitors realize that Antinoös has been killed, they protest, in an amusing echo of the earlier protests of those who had been the victims of their hurtful sarcasm (for example, at 17.381): kakw' " aj ndrw' n toxav zeai, it is badly done to hit men', 27. At this point, however, they do not realize that it is Odysseus himself who is before them, and that the death that they have witnessed will not be the last.
378-9). At first he simply examines it (393-5). At this
Eumaios to Melanthios. It is Eumaios the swineherd who indulges his bitterness against Melanthios at that (for Eumaios) satisfying moment when
Melanthios is captured and hung by a rope from the roof beams (22.192-3) . This moment brings an answer to one of the swineherd's prayers (17.240-6) . Earlier, when
Odysseus and Eumaios had been on their way to the palace, they had encountered Melanthios. The goatherd had spitefully tried to kick at Odysseus (17.233-4) . Now at 22.195-9 Eumaios addresses him, jeering (ej pikertomev wn, 194):
nu' n me; n dh; mav la pav gcu, Melav nqie, nuv kta fulav xei", euj nh/ ' e[ ni malakh/ ' katalev gmeno", w{ " se e[ oiken: ouj de; sev g j hj rigev neia par j Wkeanoi' o rJ oav wn lhv sei ej percomev nh crusov qrono", hJ niv k j aj ginei' " ai\ ga" mnhsthv ressi dov mon kav ta dai' ta pev nesqai.
'Now the whole night long, Melanthios, you shall keep watch wakefully, laid, as you deserve, to rest on a soft bed, well aware of the young Dawn throned in gold as she rises up from the Ocean rivers, at the time when you used to drive in goats to the palace, so as to make a feast for the suitors.'
Eumaios pretends to feel the concern of a well-intentioned host for the goatherd's comfort as he 'keeps watch ' (195) . There is heavy irony in his antithetical reference to the soft bed (euj nh/ ' . . . malakh' / , 196), and in his implication that this soft
bed is precisely what Melanthios deserves. Melanthios in his everyday life was obliged to keep himself awake at night in order to keep watch over his flock. Now he is tightly bound, and his present accommodation, suspended from a roof beam, is anything but a soft bed. Melanthios will not have to fight sleep on this night. I noted above that lofty diction is marker of sarcasm. We see such an instance at 197-8, as
Eumaios speaks of 'golden-throned dawn'.
63)
Philoitios to Ktesippos. Finally, there is a tidiness about the death of Ktesippos at Philoitios' hands (22.285-6). It was Ktesippos who had hurled an ox-hoof at Odysseus as a guest gift (20.299-300). Now it is the ox-herd who takes revenge on his master's behalf. Having struck Ktesippos in the chest he addresses him triumphantly, his action being described as ej peucov meno", 286, a term that we associate with the boast that accompanies the slaying of an opponent in the battle scenes of the Iliad (cf.
Il. 16.745-50) . 64) And he uses, sarcastically, a high-flown address-form which incorporates its own mocking epithet: w\ Poluqersei? dh filokev rtome, 'O son of Polytherses, lover of mockery' (287). As he offers the dying Ktesippos his 'gift' of death, Philoitios exclaims tou' tov toi aj nti; podo; " xeinhv i> on, 'here is your guest gift, in exchange for that hoof . . . ', 22.290 (cf. 20.296) . Philoitios' repetition of xeiv nion demonstrates that it is not only physical violence that stays in one's memory but the verbal violence of sarcasm as well. Indeed, it is worth noting that with each usage, from 9.369-70 and 517-8, through 20.296 to 22.290, the term becomes more heavily weighted.
Odysseus to Leodes. Odysseus, Eumaios, and Philoitios have had the satisfaction of responding, sarcasm for sarcasm, to those who insulted them. But
Odysseus has one final exchange, this time with Leodes, the suitor with prophetic powers. When Leodes at 312-9 supplicates Odysseus, arguing that, because the suitors would not listen to his warnings, so (tw' / , 317) they met a shameful end, Odysseus, uJ pov dra ij dw; n, 'looking darkly', 320, mimics the structure of his proposition, with significant revisions. His expression is menacing, as at 8.165: for, in Holoka's terms, an 'infraction of propriety has occurred'. 65) At last the hero, in his own palace, can allow his face to express his feelings: disguise is no longer an imperative. Odysseus retorts (321-5), saying that if Leodes had been the diviner for the suitors he must have prayed to the gods that Odysseus would never return. So (tw' / , 325), he says, ouj k a] n qav natov n ge duslhgev a profuv goisqa, 'you cannot escape from sorry destruction'.
This neat revision of Leodes' plea is grimly sarcastic. Odysseus pretends to endorse Leodes' argument by adopting its format, but he reaches the opposite--pitiless--conclusion.
Sarcasm in the Odyssey: some conclusions
How does the poet shape an utterance so that it will be recognizable as sarcasm to his audience? Because a sarcastic utterance could in many cases be mistaken by his listeners for a 'straight' utterance, the poet may accompany it with a verbal cue or some contextual detail. He may use introductory verbs--neikev w, ej reqiv zw, and kertomev w; 66) he may report expressive body language (such as uJ pov dra i[ dwn); or he may describe the reaction of the addressee: an angry response, silent resentment, or a reproach and a demand for an apology. As for the utterance itself, the poet attempts to catch some of the spontaneity of conversational exchange--the quick repartee of the sarcastic taunt and its rejoinder, address-terms of abuse, exaggerated politeness and inappropriately lofty diction, and inventive word-play--even as he works within the constraints of his tradition. To this end he also uses prosodic cues--alliteration and assonance--or those particles that express nuances of thought or emotion. Other cues may be invisible and inaudible to us today, but a singing poet may well have rendered them dramatically in performance.
In the world that he creates in the Odyssey sarcasm, with its taunts and jibes, is a behaviour that we associate with men rather than women. It is a competitive, aggressive behaviour, through which the poet shows us the suitors jostling for status in the chaotic household of a palace without its lord. Sarcasm responds to--and reinforces--status and rank: it is acceptable for a superior or elder to be sarcastic to a subordinate or junior; equals may trade sarcasm; a subordinate or a junior should not be sarcastic to a superior or elder. In Homer these rules are occasionally broken; and Homer always is careful to observe what happens next: those who speak out of turn will always be reproved.
As modern research indicates, the function of sarcasm is to convey the attitude of the speaker to an event, an action, or a person. In these instances in the Odyssey the suitors' sarcasm conveys their arrogant attitude to the beggar and to the servants of Odysseus--and this, inevitably, reflects on (even as it creates) their own characters. It is the attitude of the suitors that so offends Odysseus. It will be their arrogance that he will punish.
A critical remark may be intensified by the bitter twist of sarcasm. 4 Muecke (1969, 54) . When Muecke uses the term 'irony' he is speaking of rhetorical irony. For discussion of the different manifestations of irony and, in particular, working definitions of rhetorical irony and dramatic irony (especially as these phenomena are observable in Homer's Iliad), see Nünlist (2000) . Note that although irony in its broadest sense may be either verbal or situational, sarcasm, a sub-category of rhetorical irony, must always be verbal, or, more precisely, rhetorical.
5 Gibbs (2000, 18) notes that 69% of the sarcastic utterances that he recorded were positive utterances intending to convey a negative message. Gibbs considered that negative utterances conveying a positive message also counted as sarcasm. I do not accept this. Sarcasm must be hurtful. Remarks such as the remark Diomedes makes to Nestor (Il.10.164-7), which I discuss briefly below, are not, in my view, sarcastic. 6 Nünlist (2000, 73-4) following Lapp (1997, 97) .
7 Grice (1975, 53) .
8 Following Grice (1978, 124-5) : 'to be ironical is, amongst other things, to pretend'; see also, e.g., Clark and Gerrig (1984) . The Greek verb eij rwneuv omai ('dissemble', 'feign ignorance') links the two ideas: irony and pretence. 9 The words are mocking. The scholia to the Iliad identify the poet's use of sarcasm at a number of points: see, e.g., the scholiasts on 14.457; 20.256; 22.271. 10 Patroklos in this case is not only addressing the fallen hero; he is taunting the Trojan warriors within earshot. 11 For the useful term 'off record', see Brown and Levinson (1978, 216) : '[a] communicative act is done off record if it is done in such a way that it is not possible 20 Gibbs (2000, 25) .
21 Tannen (1984, 130-143, at 131) .
22 Gibbs (2000, 7) . Gibbs' study is an important inquiry into irony. He recorded 62
conversations between college students and their friends and analysed them for instances of irony--jocularity, hyperbole, understatement, rhetorical questions, and sarcasm. He notes, at 14, that of the 289 ironical utterances that he identified 28%
were sarcastic remarks; and, at 22, that sarcasm is the second most frequent form of irony after jocularity (50% of all ironic responses). Both Gibbs' study and Tannen's (see above) examine the use of sarcasm in conversations between friends. The observations they make on the basis of their data will necessarily be skewed, since no account has been taken there of the use of sarcasm between people other than friends. 23 Rockwell (2000, 668) .
24 Gibbs (1986, 10-12) .
25 Gibbs (2000, 18) ; Rockwell (2004) . 26 Nowhere else in the literature on sarcasm do I find reference to the sarcastic remark that is made sotto voce: the speaker cannot help making the remark, but does not want to risk being heard. This phenomenon is familiar to most of us, whether we ourselves have uttered such remarks or have heard others doing so. There are no such examples in the Homeric epics. 27 Kreuz and Glucksberg (1989, 375) .
28 Gibbs (2000, 7) : sarcasm allows us to express frustration at situations or objects, or when we see our group's norms violated.
29 Colston (1997, 42) . This is the kind of situation in which either non-verbal communication or prosodic cues may play a critical role. Why is such a remark more hostile? Perhaps because the listener, having had to work a little harder to discover the meaning of the utterance, is more engaged--and, therefore, more likely to feel the intended hurt. 30 Cf. Diomedes' teasing words to scev tliov " ej ssi, geraiev , aged sir, you are a hard man, 164; su; d j aj mhv canov " ej ssi, you are too much for us,
167
. 31 For the full list of sarcastic utterances in the Odyssey, see Table 1 . 32 Odysseus at this point is addressing both Laodamas and Euryalos. Laodamas' invitation to Odysseus had been superficially inoffensive, although perhaps slightly
